NITRO-GLYC.  KIESELGUHR DYNAMITE
was not fully free of acids, the liquid often ate holes into the cans
on long journeys, and ran out. Explosive experts of the present
day cannot read the accounts of this period without shuddering;
many of them have a touch of grim American humour. In north
Germany nitro-glycerine was at first often carried in such tin cans
for considerable distances, on rough two-wheeled carts, and when
the cans began to leak if often happened that the oil trickled over
the wheels, and during the winter it might even freeze to ice.
These cans were also sometimes sealed without being properly
cleaned; and on one occasion when the wheels of the carts began
to squeak unduly, nitro-glycerine was actually applied as a lubri-
cating oil! The following incident shows how little anybody at
first appreciated the real dangers connected with the handling of
nitro-glycerine. When Captain Wennerstrom was on his way to
Norway, in 1865, to introduce the new invention into that country,
he took bottles of nitro-glycerine as samples. He took these
samples with him in a travelling bag on various journeys to
places where blasting experiments had been arranged. The
explosive oil, not being wholly purified, would begin to ferment
(the first stage of decomposition), with the consequence that the
resulting gases blew out the cork, and much of the nitro-glycerine
was lost.
The Swedish sapper officer, CL Adelskold, gives an exceedingly
humorous account in his memoirs of the manner in which nitro-
glycerine was treated in the early days. He relates how he read
in the newspapers about Nobel's invention of a new explosive,
during the summer of 1864, how he got into touch with him, and
arranged experimental blasting operations in connection with the
projected railway line between Koping and Uttersberg, Robert
Nobel arrived at Koping with twelve bottles of nitro-glycerine, and
the experiments were duly carried out (this cannot have been before
1866, when Robert returned to Sweden). Of the twelve bottles,
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